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Summary
• The Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW) 

established a Group of Governmental Experts (GGE) 
to discuss emerging technologies in the area of lethal 
autonomous weapons systems (LAWS).

• Despite the establishment of a GGE on LAWS, there is no 
clear agreement on the scope of the definition of LAWS. 
The main issues are related to questions regarding the 
extent to which these weapons are autonomous, and the 
necessary level of meaningful human control.

• There are a number of technological, military, legal 
and ethical challenges related to LAWS, including their 
potential unreliability, their proliferation, their legal 
accountability, and the absence of human decisions on 
life and death.

• The discussion is made more complex since the tech‑
nologies driving LAWS – artificial intelligence (AI) and 

robotics – can be used for both civilian and military pur‑
poses. There is a concern that restrictions on LAWS could 
hamper innovation for the civilian use of these technolo‑
gies. At the same time, technologies designed for civilian 
use might be transformed into lethal weapons.

• There is consensus that LAWS need to comply with 
international humanitarian law (IHL) and human rights 
law, and their development is already scrutinised 
through Article 36 on new weapons. Yet, many claim 
that existing provisions are not sufficient, supporting a 
ban on LAWS, or at least a moratorium on the deploy‑
ment of LAWS, pending a decision on their prohibition.

• The GGE reaffirmed the applicability of IHL, the responsi‑
bility of states during their deployment in armed conflict, 
the importance of innovation in civilian research, and the 
need to keep potential military applications under review. 
The GGE will continue to meet on this topic in 2018.
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The topic of LAWS is covered in complexity. Moving the 
debate forward turned out to require removing its ethical, 
legal, moral, and technological layers. However, not only is 
the debate highly multidimensional, additional challenges 
lie in the difficulty to look into the future: if these weapons 
do not yet exist, when will they be developed and what will 
they resemble? How will they affect international peace 
and security, the nature of warfare, and the balance of 
power between states?

With these questions in mind, the development of a defini‑
tion is a difficult task. Some states pointed at the need to 
identify key characteristics of LAWS to develop a working 
definition and to avoid confusion and misunderstanding. 
Yet there was widespread disagreement on the scope of 
such a definition.

Some pleaded for a narrow definition, arguing that a broad 
scope would risk hampering innovation in AI and robotics 
for civil and economic purposes. These states prefer to 
only discuss fully autonomous weapons, which they argue 
are not yet in existence. These are weapons systems with 
total autonomy in decision‑making processes, their full 
independence from human intervention, an uncertain or 

unclear division of authority, and the impossibility to bring 
LAWS back to controlled mode. As their autonomy is con‑
sidered to be ‘total’, the difference between LAWS and 
non‑autonomous weapons is considered one of nature, 
and not of degree. Therefore, these states prefer to exclude 
semi‑autonomous weapons, which they claim are already 
regulated, from the discussion’; so that it reads ‘exclude 
semi‑autonomous weapons, since the human operators 
of these systems are ‘obliged to comply with the rules of 
armed conflict and all other applicable international law 
treaties’6. Fully autonomous weapons, however, might not 
fit within the current framework of international law.

Although there might be some agreement on the need to 
avoid weapons systems that have absolutely no human 
oversight, definitional issues arose related to what a suf‑
ficient level of human oversight is. Throughout the discus‑
sions, this is often framed as the meaningful human control 
that is necessary to ensure compliance with IHL.

The degree of human control over weapons is linked to the 
concept of autonomy, yet it is difficult to understand when 
a system moves from being automated to being semi‑au‑
tonomous or autonomous. Moreover, the word autonomy is 

II. Definitions: what are we actually talking about?

Technology has always revolutionised conflict. Yet today, soci‑
ety might be on the brink of an existentially different techno‑
logical development: the loss of human control in warfare. To 
avoid scenarios in which LAWS cause unnecessary harm, the 
GGE met for the first time to try to strike the right balance 
between military necessity and humanitarian considerations.

Although there is no common definition of LAWS – we can 
roughly understand autonomous weapons systems to be 
weapons that can ‘select and engage targets without fur‑
ther intervention by a human operator’.1 There is so far 
no clear agreement whether LAWS should also include 
semi‑autonomous weapons, which could identify, monitor, 
prioritise selected targets and/or decide on the timing of 
targeting them, while a certain degree of human control 
over the decision of selecting targets remains.

While there is no indication that fully autonomous weap‑
ons are already employed by militaries, semi‑autonomous 
weapons are in the process of being developed and ten‑
tatively used. For example, the Samsung SGR‑1 patrols 
the demilitarised zone between North and South Korea 
and is able to detect, target and shoot intruders, although 
it still requires a human operator to approve the shot.2 A 
long‑range anti‑ship missile (LRASM) is being developed to 

autonomously travel to a specified area, avoid obstacles on 
its way, and target ships, although the area and targets are 
still pre‑defined in the algorithm. The Harpy, a ‘fire‑and‑for‑
get’ drone system is being developed to detect, attack and 
destroy radar emitters and the Taranis, a war drone, is able 
to engage in surveillance, identifying targets, gathering 
intelligence and carrying out strikes, albeit with the ‘guid‑
ing hand of a human operator’.3 Yet the full extent to which 
these weapons are developed and deployed is difficult to 
assess, due to the secrecy surrounding these practices.

Despite the novelty of the topic, discussions on LAWS are 
not entirely new. LAWS have been addressed by the CCW 
since 2014, in three annual informal experts meetings4. In 
2016, the CCW decided to formalise this process and estab‑
lish a GGE to meet in 2017, mandated to examine questions 
related to emerging technologies in the area of LAWS in two 
meetings. The GGE is open to all stakeholders, including 
states, international organisations, civil society, academia 
and industry. After the first meeting was cancelled as a 
number of states failed to pay their financial contributions 
exclude semi‑autonomous weapons, more than a hundred 
leaders in AI and robotics signed an open letter5, urging the 
UN to take action on LAWS. The GGE came together for the 
first time from 13–17 November 2017.

I. Introduction
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While perfectly autonomous weapons systems can be a 
source of fear, a key challenge of LAWS might well be their 
potential imperfection. Some claim that LAWS can never be 
fully predictable and reliable, and that a level of uncertainty 
will always remain. As their decision‑making processes 
are guided by technologies such as machine learning, the 
activities of LAWS might not be easy to predict, and desir‑
able results might not be guaranteed. At a more technical 
level, the question arises whether and how ethical stand‑
ards and international law could be incorporated in the 
algorithms guiding the weapons systems.

In addition, despite quick advances in AI, we are still far 
from systems with Artificial General Intelligence, which 
can replicate human’s intellectual capabilities, as opposed 

to current AI systems performing specific, narrow func‑
tions. There might be more risks from LAWS based on 
‘dumb machines’ and failures in the interaction between 
the human and machine, rather than from smart machines 
that are outperforming humans. This also raises questions 
related to the accountability of the technological develop‑
ers of such systems.

Yet, the potential unpredictability of LAWS could also mean 
that they will not be widely used. There needs to be a cer‑
tain level of trust and confidence in the technology before 
it can be employed for military purposes. Highly unpredict‑
able weapons systems will most likely not be employed if 
their successful outcome cannot be guaranteed.

Many fear that states that are developing LAWS cannot 
prevent their proliferation over time, which could result in 
a global arms race. In addition to their proliferation inter‑
nationally, some identified concerns about their domestic 
use against populations, as well as by terrorist groups and 
non‑state actors. In this regard, some raised the question 
to what extent the development of such technologies by 
private companies could be regulated.

Ultimately, the proliferation of LAWS could have important 
implications for international peace and security, although 
we can only speculate on how these consequences could 
develop. For example, there could be a situation of mutual 
deterrence between nations possessing LAWS, although 
there is also concern over possible mutual destruction.

Many argued that machines are unable to replace humans 
in the qualitative judgements that are at the basis of lethally 
targeting an individual. Making such decisions requires 
compassion and intuition, which are attributes we cannot 
expect robots to possess. While LAWS might be able to 

make quick and precise decisions, they will not be able to 
evaluate contexts.

In this context, the principles of humanity enshrined in the 
Martens Clause7 (which appears in the preamble of the 

used differently by different actors. While the extremes are 
clear, it is not easy to pinpoint where we cross from unac‑
ceptable to acceptable. According to proponents of broader 
definitions, the exclusive focus on the most extreme sce‑
narios risk upscaling the technologies that are already 
employed, such as the transformation of semi‑autono‑
mous weapons into fully autonomous systems. In addition, 
they claim that the application of international law does 
not depend on technological sophistication, but rather, on 
the degree of human involvement in the critical functions 
of technology.

Finally, there were some who took issue with the inclusion 
of lethality in the LAWS‑acronym. They argued that it could 
sometimes be difficult to distinguish between weapons 

with obvious lethal functions (e.g. killer robots), and auto‑
mated systems that could be turned into lethal weapons 
(e.g. weapons used for self‑defence or automated vehi‑
cles). As such, lethality is not inherent of a weapon, but 
is determined by its characteristics and how it is used. A 
weapon does not need to have explicitly lethal functions 
to trigger obligations under international law. There are 
also weapons that, while designed for military use, are not 
lethal, such as automated devices that can fire tear gas 
or rubber bullets. As non‑lethal automated systems are 
already being developed, some fear that a definition that 
includes such systems would hamper innovation, while 
others are concerned that the exclusion of such automated 
systems would provide a dangerous legal loophole.

III. 5 Key issues related to LAWS

1. Predictability & reliability: can we trust a killer robot?

2. Proliferation and arms race: towards mutual destruction or deterrence?

3. Humanity in conflict: should we outsource life & death decisions?
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1899 Hague Convention (II)) were often evoked. The clause 
requires the application of humanity in armed conflict. 
Outsourcing life‑and‑death decisions to machines would 
not only risk making the wrong call, but it would make war 
more inhumane and could lower the threshold to the use 
of force.

However, there are some who claim that automated weap‑
ons systems actually offer potential humanitarian bene‑
fits and generate less collateral damage. Machines might 

actually be able to make decisions more rapidly and of 
higher quality, which could in turn contribute to the protec‑
tion of civilians and the proportionality and distinction of 
an attack. Human error might be reduced with automated 
decision‑making. In addition, some point out that human 
beings are not always ethical themselves and could take 
unethical decisions in adverse circumstances. As robots 
are independent of emotion, would they be able to avoid 
human impulses that generate negative impacts?

One of the key concerns raised relates to accountabil‑
ity. If an autonomous weapon carries out a lethal attack, 
who is responsible for this attack? As LAWS encompass 
many nodes in a military chain of responsibility, it might 
be difficult to pinpoint who’s accountable, and there are 
fears that unclear accountability could lead to impunity. 

Yet law is addressed to humans, and legal responsibility 
rests with those who plan, decide on, and carry out attacks. 
This responsibility and accountability cannot be trans‑
ferred to a machine. In this context, some states also cau‑
tioned against providing autonomous systems with a legal 
personality.

The future application of AI and robotics in many civil‑
ian and economic facets of society, generated to benefit 
humankind, has led some negotiators to urge for caution 
on additional legislation, or an altogether ban on LAWS. Yet, 

the dual‑use nature of these technologies also means that 
autonomous weapons designed for civilian use might be 
turned into lethal weapons, adding to the complexity of the 
issue.

4. Responsibility: how to hold a robot accountable?

5. Dual use: what if the force for evil is simultaneously a source for good?

Despite the many concerns and disagreements raised, 
there was one point on which there seemed to be consen‑
sus: any discussion of LAWS needs to comply with IHL and 
human rights law, in particular the right to life, human dig‑
nity, and fair trial.

Of fundamental concern during the discussion was the 
question of whether LAWS could comply with the princi‑
ples of proportionality, distinction, and precaution of IHL. 
Many are concerned that autonomous weapons are insuf‑
ficiently able to distinguish between civilians and combat‑
ants. The principle of proportionality prescribes that the 
harm to civilians must be calculated before an attack; yet 
LAWS might not be conducting such analyses.

Article 368 of additional protocol 1 of the Geneva Convention 
– ‘New weapons’ – calls for legal reviews of new weapons 
to ensure their compatibility with IHL. Under Article 36, 
states are obliged ‘to determine whether [a new weapon’s] 
employment would, in some or all circumstances, be pro‑
hibited by this protocol or by any other rule of international 
law applicable to the High Contracting Party’.

According to some states, this is a sufficient mechanism 
to ensure the proper development and use of LAWS: if 

every new weapon needs a review according to article 
36, their compliance with international law is guaranteed. 
Therefore, an all‑encompassing regulation or ban is con‑
sidered premature by some. In addition, as they view that 
a legal framework is already in place that involves human 
responsibility, they fear that changes in the law could gen‑
erate an accountability gap.

Yet, some claim that article 36 might not be sufficient to 
address the potential challenges posed by LAWS. If each 
country adopts their own review mechanisms, there might 
be little common understanding at the international level 
on the acceptable use of automated weapons. Additional 
solutions that were brought forward were the develop‑
ment of a political declaration, information and best prac‑
tices sharing, a binding code of conduct, concrete recom‑
mendations, and ultimately, the development of a new 
legal framework or ban against LAWS.

According to a number of states, a political declaration or 
code of conduct can only be an interim step. They call to 
avoid a situation in which LAWS are legitimised without 
regulations. Those who are in favour of a new legal frame‑
work argue that existing provisions of IHL do not effec‑
tively address the concerns related to LAWS. Therefore, a 

IV. Legal Framework: Do we need new laws for LAWS?
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number of countries are proposing a ban on LAWS, as they 
see IHL as fundamentally incompatible with LAWS. They 
claim that there is a need for an immediate moratorium on 
the deployment of LAWS, pending a decision on their pro‑
hibition, and that limited regulations or codes of conduct 

are insufficient. They fear that a legal framework with 
shortcomings might lead to a rapid proliferation of LAWS. 
One argument used by those wishing to pre‑emptively ban 
LAWS is that, if fully autonomous systems do not yet exist 
anyway, why oppose a preventive prohibition?

The GGE will continue to meet on this topic in 2018. However, 
with disagreement among member states on the creation of 
a common definition, it remains to be seen whether the GGE 
will be able to provide solutions in the very near future. At 
the same time, opponents to LAWS fear that in the absence 
of international action, LAWS will be developed without reg‑
ulation. Some consider moving the discussions outside the 
UN framework, as was the case with the development of 
the Ottawa Convention on the Prohibition of Anti‑Personnel 
Mines, and the Oslo Convention on Cluster Munitions. Yet, 
such a convention might lack the involvement of the most 
powerful players in this discussion.

Despite disagreements on definitions of LAWS and their 
appropriate legal framework, the GGE did agree on a report 
with conclusions and recommendations. The report reaf‑
firms that the CCW provides an appropriate framework for 
discussions on LAWS, that IHL continues to apply to all weap‑
ons systems, and that their deployment in armed conflict 
remains the responsibility of states. In addition, it affirmed 
that the GGE should not hamper progress in civilian research 
and development of intelligent autonomous systems, but will 
keep potential military applications under review. Ultimately, 
the GGE agreed to meet for a duration of ten days in 2018.

V. Next steps
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